
Don’t fear consultants —
just educate them first
Make sure outside firm grasps your staff’s abilities

The idea of working with an outside consul-
tant can strike fear into the hearts of access
managers, but it doesn’t have to be that way.

Several access professionals who have had produc-
tive encounters with consultants share with Hospital
Access Management the ways they’ve found to maxi-
mize the experience — and come away with infor-
mation they can really use.

Before consultants can give you effective advice,
you must give them the necessary education, says
Anthony M. Bruno, MPA, director of corporate
admissions and registration at Crozer-Keystone
Health System in Chester, PA. 

“Consultants quite often, not consciously, have
certain ideas based on their experiences that they
think will be helpful,” adds Bruno, “but they just
don’t fit into the culture of the organization. Try to
give them a sense of perspective for the history of
the department — where you’ve been, where you
are, where you think you’re heading — so they can
fit their ideas into the situation.”

Make sure consultants have, for example, a real-
istic picture of the skills and ability of your staff, he
says. If 10% or 15% of the staff are the “worker
bees,” another 10% or 15% don’t contribute a lot,
and the remainder are followers who are some-
where in the middle, the consultant needs to know,
Bruno points out.

“If you have a larger group on top [the worker
bees], then you can do more with less, but typically
you don’t have that,” he says, “which makes it
more difficult to pull off goals and objectives. You
can’t cut [staff] across the board.” Consultants
should be aware that cutting a staff of 25 down to
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20 may seriously hamper operations because the
most productive people may not be those with
the most seniority, Bruno adds.

Point out that [the solution] may not be about
cutting staff but about increasing revenue, he
suggests. “If you have more staff, you can do a
better job of collecting deductibles, providing
financial counseling. It’s about thinking out of
the box.”

Don’t feel threatened by consultants. Just think
of them as another resource, Bruno adds. “Don’t
be scared to give them information. If you work
with them and show you want to be part of the
solution, you get better results.”

A good consultant will hear about disparate
issues and comprehend not only what the issues
are, but how they affect the institution, says
David Morgan, managing partner of Health Care
Systems Management, a consulting firm in Fram-
ingham, MA. (See related story, p. 15.) “People
will tell you what they think is the answer, but if
you talk to four people, you get four different
answers,” he says. “The consultant must be able
to sit back and say, ‘This issue in preregistration
is related to that issue in pharmacy.’”

Do your comments resurface?

A common complaint among access managers
is that they see their own comments parroted
back to them in a consultant’s report. However,
that’s not always a bad thing or even a cop-out
on the part of the consultant, Morgan suggests.
Staff many times are too busy to “sit back and
take a global view,” he says. “They knew [what
was wrong] but didn’t have time.”

Because many hospitals have eliminated their
management engineering departments, there are
often no internal resources to do the work, Mor-
gan notes.

“Line employees tell me things I never heard,
and I’m going to use [that information],” he adds.
“[Clients] will see a lot of those suggestions in my
work product. There’s someone listening to take
this stuff and give it a form.” 

On the other hand, many institutions fall into
the trap of “throwing a lot of money, getting a
report, and considering they’ve looked into it,”
Morgan points out, which is also a mistake. He
cites one meeting in which three people were
talking about what should be done at a particular
hospital and not one of them was a member of
the staff. “They were busy doing other things.”

Martine Saber, CHAM, director of patient
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Avoid assumptions 
when consultant-hunting
Here’s how to circumvent consulting nightmares

Health care institutions hire consultants for a
variety of reasons. Employees may not have

time to do the work themselves. An outside com-
pany can bring expertise the provider may not
have. Someone may want to sell an idea to the
board of directors and need a high-profile con-
sulting company to back it up.

Whatever the reason, there is at least one disas-
trous consulting experience for every successful
outcome. Sometimes, encounters with consul-
tants simply leave access managers drained, frus-
trated, and feeling their institution threw a lot of
money at a problem without getting tangible
results.

There are several ways to help make the expe-
rience not only tolerable, but productive, sug-
gests David Morgan, managing partner of Health
Care Systems Management in Framingham, MA.
Morgan, who has worked as a consultant on his
own and with national firms, offers the following
guidelines:

1. Avoid assumptions, on either side of the
table.

When a hospital brings in a consultant to pro-
vide certain expertise, it’s easy for that provider

to assume the consultant knows what he or she is
doing, Morgan says. At the same time, he adds,
it’s easy for consultants to assume the hospital is
in agreement with what they’re doing.

“When people bring in consultants and don’t
control them, the consultant may lose touch with
the institution and where it wants to go,” he says.
“If you’re not sitting down together on a regular
basis, the scope of the project changes a bit. It
may be a great job, but it’s not the job the hospital
wanted.” The hospital staff’s lack of time — one
of the reasons it needed a consultant — can exac-
erbate the problem, he adds.

Morgan cites one situation in which consul-
tants came in to do a job and approached it in the
way they thought best. Meanwhile, the hospital
liaison went on to something else as soon as he
brought the consultants on board. 

“In this case, the communication from the
medical staff was not getting back to the consul-
tant,” he says. “By the time someone was brought
in to rectify things, there was too much of a gap
between the institution and the consultant — too
much animosity.”

2. Don’t let a good rapport result in loss of 
perspective.

The flip side of the above problem can occur
when hospital and consultant hit it off beauti-
fully, Morgan points out. “If the consultant devel-
ops a really good rapport with an institution,
[staff] are asking, ‘Can you look at this and that?’
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access services for Baycare Health System in
Clearwater, FL, says she experienced the counter-
point to that situation in her dealings with a con-
sultant brought in to address her organization’s
accounts receivable (AR) days.

The consultants, part of a small firm, worked
closely with Saber’s staff, she says, giving them
their first true understanding of how admitting
operations affect AR days. “Admitters hate col-
lecting cash, but now they understand that cash
collections bring AR days down. Now we all
own the AR days and are finding new ways to
collect cash.”

The consultants paid her department a high
compliment, Saber says, noting in their report
that “our process was so tight and so good that
they didn’t find any of the lost error days coming
out of admitting.” They did point out, however,

that the department’s training process was lack-
ing and went to work remedying the situation,
she adds. 

“They put a training program together and
gave us a computer training manual explaining
the different kinds of insurance, why it was
important to call for authorization, and what
happens if we don’t get it.”

Staff historically were trained on the computer
and then “thrown to the wolves” because there
was no time to help them understand why they
did what they did, Saber notes. 

“We had heard [consultants] would come 
in, change everything, and more or less tell 
us what’s wrong, and then leave,” she says.
“[This firm] was very down to earth and 
asked, ‘What do you need me to do? What 
can I do for you?’”  ■



The next thing you know, the scope of the project
is different, and the hospital has spent more
money than planned or the original project is not
fully done.”

Schedule weekly, or at least biweekly, meetings
with the liaison from the consulting firm to talk
about where the project is going, he advises.
“Lots of firms produce weekly reports, but those
don’t capture the flavor of personal meetings.”

3. Don’t end up with just a document for the
bookshelf.

Consultants often are hired to identify problem
areas, and there is some validity to that objective,
Morgan says. The institution may use the find-
ings in strategic planning and may implement
changes as a result, he says. Too often, however,
that approach means the hospital “ends up with 
a document for the bookshelf.”

“I tend to like to do roll-up-your-sleeves con-
sulting, in which I find and deal with with issues
and become totally immersed in the institution,”
Morgan says. The most effective outcomes, he
suggests, are when the approach is, “I have a
problem — fix it.”

The most expensive part of hiring a consul-
tant is the time it takes to learn the issues, Mor-
gan says. “Usually, the least expensive part of
the project in terms of manpower and time 
studies is implementing the solution. But many
times, people don’t go there and don’t resolve
their problems.

“Come to some sort of conclusion as to what
the work project will be, with a definite outline 
of what the product will be,” he adds. “You don’t
want to end up with a document and a problem
not fixed.”

4. Benchmarks are just tools.
“One thing I see a lot is hospitals trying to take

an idea from one place and implement it some-
where else,” Morgan says.

It’s not appropriate to compare registration
times when one hospital uses a point-of-service
device to swipe cards, another is on a computer
network that automatically retrieves information,
and another relies on verifying insurance over the
telephone, he says. 

One institution he worked with had the tech-
nology to do remote registrations but made the
decision that good patient care requires personal
contact with the patient, Morgan notes.

“There are horror stories,” he adds, “of consul-
tants coming in and saying, ‘This is how we’re

going to do it.’ They never worked with the staff,
and the moment [the consultants] walked out the
door, it falls apart.”

5. Look at different types of companies before
hiring a consultant.

Although there can be more prestige or credi-
bility associated with a “Big Five” consulting
firm, many times a smaller firm can stay more
focused on a hospital’s project, Morgan says.
“People hire consultants for a lot of different rea-
sons. Generally, when hospitals are looking to
explain or sell something to the board, they tend
to go with a high-profile company. I’ve actually
done work and had the work repeated by larger
companies because they carry more weight than 
I do.”

But with smaller firms, he points out, it’s 
even more important to “make sure they have
the expertise they say they do. Interview people,
look at their book of business, see where they’ve
worked and how. Results are a great thing. Take
a look at outcomes and call references.”  ■

New call center brings
service up, errors down
Mistakes are gone before bill drop

Anew call center — consolidating precertifica-
tion, preregistration, and scheduling for four

hospitals — is sparking dramatic changes for
Cincinnati-based Mercy Health Partners, says
Jane Lach, RRA, MBA, regional director of
access.

Since December 1998, when preregistration
and precertification staff moved into a new geo-
graphically central building near the health sys-
tem’s headquarters, the registration error rate has
dropped from 15% to 5% for one facility, and to
7% or 8% for the remaining hospitals, Lach says.
The goal is 5% or fewer errors, she adds.

The goals for the center — which Lach was
hired to establish — included the following:

• provide better customer service;
• make scheduling more convenient for physi-

cians and patients;
• increase and improve preregistration;
• improve the rate of precertification to

decrease payment denials.
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The most important result of the new center —
which added scheduling staff to its mix in Febru-
ary 1999 — has been to centralize the manage-
ment of its functions, Lach notes. Error reports,
for example, which formerly went to four differ-
ent registration managers, now go to the call cen-
ter manager, she says, and a new database tracks
performance by facility and employee.

Four employees make up a quality assurance
(QA) team that is a subunit of the call center,
Lach explains. Team members check for registra-
tion errors during the pre-bill stage and make
corrections on the mainframe computer prior to
bill drop. 

“We keep track of those mistakes in our
database, so feedback can be given to the regis-
trar that made the error,” she says. “It’s very
helpful, an educational process.”

Monthly reports are provided to on-site regis-
tration managers, and the QA team prints and
publishes a monthly newsletter that informs staff
of common mistakes and changes in insurance
requirements, she says. 

The challenges involved in making the center 
a reality, Lach explains, can be broken down as
follows:

1. People issues.
Employees had to be transferred out of the

individual hospitals into the call center, Lach
points out, and some did not want to make the
change. “They were converting from an environ-
ment where they felt comfortable to a larger work
environment where productivity is monitored.”

To aid in the transition, Lach gave early notice
of the upcoming move and offered staff the
opportunity to transfer to other departments in
the hospital before the call center implementa-
tion. In the end, very few chose not to make the
move, she adds.

There are 35 employees in the call center at
present, and capacity for 52, Lach says. “I believe
we’ll be at that next year.”

2. Designing the telephone system.
“At first, we thought we would have one tele-

phone number, but we ended up with two,” Lach
says. “One is given to the physicians internally,
and the other, which is considered the patient
number, is in the telephone directory and on tele-
vision.” The reason, she notes, is faster service for
physicians, who make the majority of the calls.
The call center handles as many as 700 calls per
day, with 500 on a slow day, Lach says.

The beauty of the automatic call distribution
system is that it monitors staff productivity 
and evens out the workload, she says. If one
employee is busy, the call goes to the next per-
son, Lach adds. “The system looks at how long
[an employee] has been on the phone and
assigns the next call to [that employee]. Not
every physician’s office calls and schedules 
one patient. Some call in 12 at once.” 

3. Communicating with physicians.
“We were on a fast track, and communicating

[the call center operation] to physicians was a real
challenge,” Lach notes. Rather than advertise a
new phone number right away, Mercy left the
existing numbers for each facility in place for the
first four months of operation, she says. Physi-
cians continued to call the same numbers they
had in the past and reach employees responsible
for one particular facility.

“During that period, we cross-trained all of
the schedulers to learn the other hospitals’
scheduling [requirements],” Lach says. “When
we felt they were ready, we did a new marketing
campaign and, in June, implemented the same
number for all the facilities.” The timing also
was geared to the date the Yellow Pages come
out, so the new number could be listed there,
she notes. 

There was some initial resistance to the call
center from physicians, Lach says, primarily
because they were “clinging to old ways. The
radiologist, for example, liked knowing the
scheduler was down the hall and he could poke
his head in the door and make changes or inquire
about his schedule for the next day.”

The feedback from physicians has been posi-
tive, however, mostly because of the expansion in
service hours, she notes. Before, scheduling took
place five days a week, between 7:30 a.m. and 5
p.m. or 5:30 p.m. The call center is open from 7
a.m. to 8 p.m. five days a week and from 8 a.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Saturday.

4. Cross-training.
Different services are provided at the various

Mercy hospitals, and some more complicated ser-
vices are done only at the larger facilities, Lach
says. Not all the hospitals own a magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) machine, for example, so
some employees had to be taught what questions
to ask when scheduling an MRI, she adds.

A three-inch manual was created to explain the
different services, she says, and to facilitate the
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training, she hired an experienced health care
manager to serve as access educator.

The call center implementation became more
complicated in April 1999, when Mercy Health
Partners acquired two more hospitals, which 
are now in the middle of reorganizing the admit-
ting department, she notes. “We will be training
[employees at those facilities] and bringing them
into the call center in mid-2000.” 

So far, the call center has been improving ser-
vice and accuracy, not reducing staff, she says.
“In the future, we might be able to do that.”

5. Reasons for denials complicated.
The consolidation is helping the health system

get a handle on payment denials, but that takes
time, she explains. “There are a lot of reasons for
denials, but we’re starting to identify patterns so
we can change processes as needed.”

Although the jury is still out, Lach says she
suspects there is a high denial rate on “special”
procedures that are not scheduled at the call cen-
ter but still handled at the individual hospitals.
One such procedure, for example, is a needle
biopsy that must be done in the radiology
department under computerized axial tomogra-
phy scan guidance, she adds. “Radiology wanted
to maintain control of certain procedures that
require more resources, such as a physician in
attendance.”

With such cases, Lach says, there is no coordi-
nation of preregistration and precertification,
which she thinks is causing a high denial rate. “If
I can identify that, I can make a business case for
our CEO and CIO saying the call center needs to
schedule those patients.”

Although no concrete data are available —
primarily because no figures were kept in the
past — the percentage of preregistered patients
clearly has increased, she notes. That is particu-
larly true for one facility, which was so short-
staffed there was never time to preregister.
“There were also long patient wait times in the
admitting department.”

Despite the progress made so far, there is much
more to come for the call center, she points out.
Key elements in the works include:

• A Windows-based scheduling system, Path-
ways Healthcare Scheduling by Atlanta-based
HBOC. All schedulers will be trained on the new
system, which can load preparatory information
for outpatient testing, generate appointment
reminders if needed, and perform appointment
conflict resolution. The system also allows

“scheduling sets,” such as coordinating a test that
requires a specific injection followed by a scan
two or three hours later. 

• A predictive dialer, which will add effi-
ciency to outgoing calls. This will be used by the
call center staff to make preregistration calls to
patients and precertification calls to insurance
companies.

Future plans include an on-line eligibility sys-
tem to allow real-time insurance verification, and
new technology for precertification, Lach says.
The “voice mail” precert system would require
the cooperation of third-party payers and physi-
cians’ offices, she notes. That technology allows
an employee in the physician’s office to dial in to
a voice mail system and give all the information
required for a precertification, just as if the caller
were talking to an insurance company represen-
tative, Lach explains.

“It’s a real timesaver,” she adds, because
instead of waiting on the phone, the access
employee can move on to the next account.

(Editor’s note: Look in future issues of Hospital
Access Management for more information on imple-
menting the scheduling system and transitioning
employees from the two new hospitals into the call
center staff.)  ■

Bulky, costly forms 
get the boot at Asante
Face sheet savings are $50,000 annually

The traditional preprinted hospital registration
form is on its way out at Medford, OR-based

Asante Health System, thanks to a new forms
management program that had its first tryout in
the patient registration department. The program
will save $50,000 a year in face sheet costs alone,
says Dianne Beebe, regional manager for patient
registration.

Documents previously were printed onto
expensive, multicopy forms that had to be fed
through a printer, then “torn down,” stamped
with an embosser card for identification, and dis-
tributed to various locations within the hospital,
explains Beebe, who oversees patient registration
at Rogue Valley Medical Center and Three Rivers
Community Hospital, part of the Asante system. 
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Changing a patient’s address or adding an
emergency contact could result in reprints, she
notes. Similarly, the department might print 1,000
or more “Important Message From Medicare” let-
ters, for example, and then find that the Health
Care Financing Administration had changed a
requirement affecting the form, she says. At about
$1 per face-sheet form, reprint costs could mount
quickly.

With the forms management system from
Atlanta-based Optio Software, an employee does
the programming for the various forms on site,
which means they can be edited as needed, Beebe
says. “This is not only a cost saving, it allows us
to always have the most up-to-date version of
any form at our fingertips.” The embosser mark
is already on the sheets when they print out, she
says, so registrars will not need to emboss the
“Conditions of Admission,” the patient’s rights
forms, or any of the documents associated with a
registration.

“It allows us to have a form designed by us,”
adds Sue-z Barnes, project manager. “We can
make changes as they come up. If we need to add
a field or make a change on the face sheet, the
next form we print will have that change.”

In the past, Barnes notes, the request for a par-
ticular form would be sent to a printing company,
which would send a proof back for approval. 
The hospital would order in quantities as high 
as 50,000 to get the lowest price, she adds.

The system also allows users to insert “logic”
into the process, Barnes says. “We can tell [the 
program], ‘If the patient is this type and has this
insurance, we want these specific forms to print
out.’” In the past, she adds, registrars would have
to remember in some cases that a person is a Medi-
care patient and also an observation patient and
pull the appropriate documents from other files.

Another plus is that the forms print in the cor-
rect order, so sorting time is eliminated, Barnes
notes, and there are different tag lines at the bot-
tom of the sheets, indicating they are to go to
medical records or are physician copies. There are
no barely legible copies because every form is an
original, she adds, “and we don’t have paper
jams on the printer anymore. We can use a regu-
lar printer rather than one with a feeder on the
side, which tends to jam.”

The forms also can be directed to different print-
ers, Barnes says. “If a patient comes in for physical
therapy, the registrar can send the patient to that
department, and the paperwork is there to let [the
department] know the patient is coming.”

In many cases, in conjunction with a telephone
preregistration program, Optio will allow the
patient to bypass the registration department
completely, Beebe notes. “Also, the patient won’t
be involved in waiting while we’re tearing down
and assembling forms.”

Part of the reason for implementing Optio,
Barnes says, was the capacity for printing docu-
ments to remote locations. “Our goal is that all
the patient’s paperwork will print directly to the
nursing station, instead of [registrars] having to
deliver it. Everything [nurses] need from the
admitting department will be at the printer, and
they can set up the chart.”

Card soon will be obsolete

Although the face sheets now have the
embosser mark, registration still must send the
embosser card up for nursing to use on other
essential documents for the patient’s chart, such as
the nursing assessment form, Barnes says. Once
Optio is implemented in the nursing department,
the embosser card will not be needed for those
forms. “We want to make sure the patient informa-
tion packet is in one piece [for nursing],” she adds.

“Once nursing gets on-line with Optio,” notes
Beebe, “we will generate an account number [in
patient registration], and the logic can be
designed to identify what is needed for them.” 

Forms that are generated from outside the hos-
pital, such as the physician’s order, will either
continue to be embossed or eventually may be
identified with stick-on labels, she says. 

The embosser card also is used to make labels
for laboratory specimens, so Asante is looking to
perform that function with another form of iden-
tification, such as a bar code system, Barnes says.

Next in line for conversion to Optio is the phar-
macy form, a tracking document indicating which
drugs are going to which patients, she says. “We’re
also looking at other high-usage, high-cost forms
to see which ones we’ll use Optio on.”

The health system is developing a priority 
list to determine which department will be next,
Beebe adds. She estimates it will take about a
year to add all the appropriate hospital forms 
to the system.

Some forms pose more of a challenge than oth-
ers, Barnes points out. “The emergency depart-
ment charts are hard because of the way they’re
designed. They’re two pages wide, on really big
paper. We’re looking at being able to do it on NCR
paper, but it would be on two separate sheets.”  ■
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Collaborative approach
will boost access career
Effective communication a must

Collaboration is the key when it comes 
to using your access management skills 

and experience as a springboard for career
advancement.

That’s advice from Anthony M. Bruno, MPA,
who recently assumed the position of director of
corporate admissions and registration at Crozer-
Keystone Health System in Chester, PA.

“Access skill sets have changed a lot over the
past years, and the new one has to do with col-
laboration,” says Bruno, whose last position was
director of health care access management at
Philadelphia’s Albert Einstein Medical Center.
“With risk contracts, you need to have support-
ive, collaborative arrangements between hospi-
tal and physician to be effective in dealing with
patients and with insurance companies to make
sure you’re maximizing revenue potential and
minimizing expenses.”

Focused on the wrong customer

Many access directors concern themselves
with one kind of customer, Bruno adds, when
it’s another kind that needs attention. “Link
with the physician liaison services that come 
out of the marketing department,” he suggests.
“Help educate them about what you’re doing, 
so they also can act as a resource for access ser-
vices. They end up being advocates for us; we
don’t increase our staff or budget, and we’re
helping them do their job.”

One of the ways to disseminate information
on, for example, systems and processes in pread-
mission is to hold quarterly breakfasts or lun-
cheons for physicians’ staffs, Bruno says. 

“Give concrete, specific information on how
their staff can access services and how patients 
can access services. Provide them with telephone
directories and improve their ability to get services

more expeditiously through fax, Internet, or group
e-mail.”

There is often turnover at physicians’ offices,
so you can’t just give the information once a year,
he adds. “You should constantly think about 
marketing.”

Another thing that prepared him for his move
to the corporate access position, Bruno says, is his
attention to enterprisewide solutions that affect
other departments as much or more than his
own. Bruno was the driving force, for example,
behind the establishment of a laser jet print sys-
tem for creating admission and registration
forms. (For information about another health
system’s implementation of that process, see
story, p. 18.)

Documents go to remote printer

The new system, which eliminates the need 
for an embosser, allows other departments in the
hospital to receive documents directly through
their own printers, Bruno says. When other
departments complained about the plastic
embosser plates and about receiving illegible
copies of forms, he adds, “I thought about how 
I could come up with a solution to help them.
We’re doing it not as much for access manage-
ment, but for our customers. [Access directors
should ask], ‘What do my end-use customers
need?’”

In the end, Bruno points out, “It helped us,
too.”

Another enterprisewide solution he instigated
at Einstein was a universal consent form that is
now being used throughout the health system.

That kind of universal thinking, he adds,
“says something about the leadership skill of
not only the individual, but the department. You
constantly have to think about how people feel
about your department and raise the level of
awareness of how important the access depart-
ment is.”

His approach to management, he says, can be
summed up by a quote from Albert Einstein writ-
ten on a poster he keeps above his computer ter-
minal: “Imagination is more important than
knowledge.”

“I personally believe in that a great deal,” he
explains. “Do I have all the knowledge of patient
registration, information systems, etc.? No, but I
try to bring in people who have parts of that
knowledge, and with imagination, create a more
efficient and prosperous organization.”  ■
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Take a look at a policy 
in black and white
‘What we do on a daily basis’

At first glance, it might seem obvious, but
then maybe not. What is the specific policy

and procedure for how patients gain access to
your facility? Hospital Access Management heard
about the search for a hospital that had some-
thing down in black and white, and found an
answer at Aurora HealthCare in Milwaukee. 

Aurora’s policy, which became effective in
December 1994 and is updated each year, “was
started simply to designate how patients will
receive access,” says Rita Borowski, CHAM,
metro region director of patient access services.
“We put in writing what we do on a daily
basis.”

The policy “pulls it together that a patient’s
ability to access service is everybody’s account-
ability within the facility,” she adds. “Admitting
handles their stuff, nursing handles theirs. It stip-
ulates exactly what anybody should do.”

The following paragraph introduces the pol-
icy: “Any patient, regardless of race, color, reli-
gion, national origin, handicap, HIV or related
conditions, financial status, sex, or age, who pre-
sents with a valid physician order for inpatient
or outpatient services will be provided services
as prescribed.”

Under the heading of “patient admission/reg-
istration,” the policy specifies that elective cases
may be delayed if there is a need to consult with
social services, financial counseling, or behavioral
health services staff or to arrange for a translator
or TDD services, Borowski says. 

A patient assessment will occur to make 
sure delays are not medically detrimental, she
adds, and the following four guidelines will 
be followed:

1. Code four will be called for any patient who
collapses or is otherwise in a medical crisis.

2. If a patient is in stress, but not crisis, the
patient will be taken to the emergency depart-
ment (ED) triage desk.

3. If a patient is urgent or emergent but not in
evident distress, the patient will be assessed as
needed by the ED triage nurse.

4. An admitting physician will be contacted if
any service is being delayed to make sure patient
care is not compromised.

In the second section, the policy addresses 
the steps that will be taken if a patient is seeking
medical services but does not have a valid physi-
cian order, Borowski says.

The first three guidelines mentioned above 
will be followed in such cases, she notes. The
fourth step, however, will be to contact other 
service areas in case an order has come to those
departments rather than to the registration area,
Borowski adds. “We also check area hospitals to
see if the patient is supposed to be there. Maybe 
a person shows up saying, ‘I’m supposed to have
a stress test,’ but registration has no record of it,
and the person has no paperwork. We make sure
the patient is at the right location.”

Subsequent sections cover patient class,
whether emergent or elective, and how patients
are transferred, if necessary, Borowski notes.

[Editor’s note: Rita Borowski can be reached at
Aurora HealthCare, 2900 W. Oklahoma Ave., Mil-
waukee, WI 53215. Telephone: (414) 649-5518.]  ■

Get the latest scoop on 
Joint Commission survey

Few bits of information are as eagerly sought
after as those provided by access managers

who have recently undergone a survey by the
Oakbrook Terrace, IL-based Joint Commission 
on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations.

With that in mind, Lynn Weeber, director of
admissions at Hennepin County Medical Center
in Minneapolis, offers feedback on the Joint Com-
mission’s visit to her hospital in late August.
Overall, the survey was the most intense the hos-
pital has had, Weeber says, with a distinct differ-
ence in style from previous visits. 

Her strongest impression, she says, was of the
interviewing skill of the surveyor who spoke
with her. “He used a lot of open-ended questions
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and knew right where to probe,” she adds. “He
asked direct, detailed questions, and there was
much more of an ability to let [the person being
interviewed] speak than in the past. He would
identify key words in the response and probe 
further. You might get pulled into another whole
area. He was skilled at getting more than he
asked for.”

The following questions were asked, Weeber
says, either in the admitting interview or in a 
session attended by department heads:

1. What is your staff vacancy factor? Do I need 
to be concerned that you are working below 
budget?

2. Has there been a day, or part of a day, when
the emergency department was closed?

3. Do you get feedback from your patients about
the admitting process?

4. Does information services support you? Do
you get the best, the latest in technology support?

5. Over the long run, you probably will see an
escalation in patient days. Are you going to build
more beds, and are there plans to “re-operational-
ize” your capacity?

6. If you are going to transfer patients for insur-
ance reasons (because the insurer asks that they
be treated elsewhere), what is your process?

7. Do you have a resource scheduling system (an
automated way to make appointments) for clinic
visits? 

Because a patient had filed a complaint related
to the Patient Rights and Confidentiality stan-
dard, the surveyor delved heavily into the issue
of how complaints are handled, Weeber notes.
“He looked for an information disclosure form
and asked about policy and procedure in that
area. He asked how we inform patients of the
process for registering complaints.”

One strong lesson she took away from the
experience, she says, is that “if you have things in
your policy and procedure manual, you need to
be following them. Don’t have things in writing if
it’s not your standard to follow them.” If the pol-
icy says a form will be signed upon admission,
she adds, “then you’d better do it. They really
want to hold you to what’s in your policy.”

Rather than examine pre-selected patient
charts, she says, the surveyor “went to the nurs-
ing floor and said, ‘Show me where your charts
are,’ and picked out some.” During the hour 
she spent with the surveyor, he did not tour the
admitting area or talk to registrars. 

One interesting development, she says, is that
most recently surveyed hospitals she is aware of
— including her own — are consistently scoring
about 10 points lower on the Joint Commission
survey than in the past.

That can be attributed, she suggests, to a new
scoring procedure: “When there is [a violation]
that crosses over into another standard, they
reduce points in both standards.”

[Editor’s note: Lynn Weeber can be reached at 
Hennepin County Medical Center, 701 Park Ave. 
S., Minneapolis, MN 55415. Telephone: (612) 347-
2238.]  ■
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False claims cases settled

The University of California San Diego (USCD)
Medical Center and the University of Wash-

ington (UW) Medical Center in Seattle will pay
the government $8.3 million to settle allegations
they submitted false claims to the federal Medi-
care and Tricare programs, the Department of
Justice has announced.

Both facilities submitted claims for surgical
procedures using “investigational” medical
devices that had not been approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration at the time the
procedures were performed, reports AHA News
Now, an on-line news service of the Chicago-
based American Hospital Association. USCD will
pay $4.7 million to settle the allegations, and UW
will pay $3.6 million. The settlement stems from a
False Claims Act lawsuit filed by a former medi-
cal device salesman.  ▼

New Web site is available
for hospital information

QuadraMed Corp. of Richmond, CA, has
paired with Health Forum, LLC, a subsidiary

of the American Hospital Association (AHA) in
Chicago, to provide a more comprehensive Web
site for hospital information. This partnership
gives QuadraMed’s American Hospital Directory
Web site (www.AHD.com) select proprietary
information from the AHA Annual Survey
Database. 

QuadraMed has developed its site using Medi-
care claims, cost reports, and other public-use files
obtained from the Health Care Financing Admin-
istration in Baltimore. The site enables subscribers
to locate any acute care hospital in the United
States that treats Medicare patients and track hos-
pital characteristics and services, outpatient statis-
tics, financial reports, inpatient utilization, and
costs. Since its inception, AHD.com has had more
than 700,000 encounters and a length of stay
exceeding eight minutes.  ■
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